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Road to Glasgow
Welcome to our newsletter - and yours!
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ECIU Webinar
Join the Energy and Climate Intelligence Unit for
an online event bringing together a diverse range
of people and organisations from across the UK
with an interest in COP26.
We will explore why the activities of all sectors in
the run-up to COP26 are so important in ensuring
a successful summit.
Speakers to include Nigel Topping (UK High
Level Climate Action Champion, COP26), Clare
Poole (CEO of Sport Positive) and many more.
Register here to attend.

COP26: Museums look to the
future
So what is the museum sector doing to ensure
COP26 – this momentous summit – doesn’t just
pass us by?
One example can be seen in the launch of a
museum design competition for COP26 by the
UK Arts and Humanities Research Council, led
by Professor Rodney Harrison (UCL Institute of
Archaeology (IoA)...

UK proposes new date for delayed COP26
Rwanda submits tougher emission-cutting plan to the UN
Denmark proposes two 'energy islands' to meet 2030 climate target
Australia stalls on emissions target update as UN urges deeper cuts
EU plans to protect 30% of land and seas by 2030 for biodiversity
COP26 Universities Network issue recommendations for a green recovery
Minister told BP it is 'key stakeholder' at climate summit
KPMG calls on UK's business community to take lead on climate risk
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Plans submitted to the UN so far put the
world on a trajectory towards more than
3C of warming, though the Paris
Agreement commits countries to curb
temperatures to 1.5C or 2C above preindustrial levels to avoid the worst impacts
of climate change.

A short(ish) history of the UN climate summits

Glasgow Summit: The key asks

Climate Change FAQs
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Carbon-cutting commitments, net zero pathways,
money, coal, forests and... more money
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Climate change evidence and causes: Answers
to key questions

Please use the hashtag #ClimateSummitUK

What's coming up?

10-12 Jun – G7 Summit (virtual)
June to November – Season of Change – climate change arts and culture events around the UK
01 - 03 July – London Climate Action Week (Now a digital event)
14 Sept – EU-China Summit (Leipzig, Germany)
21-27 Sep – UN General Assembly / Climate Week (Online)
1 Oct - Sport Positive Summit 2020 (tbc)
04-12 Oct - UN climate convention (Bonn, Germany)
TBC (postponed) – Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) Summit (COP15) (Kunming, China)
21-22 Nov – G20 Summit (Riyadh, Saudi Arabia)
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3 Nov – 2020 US presidential election
TBC December - Committee on Climate Change publishes formal advice to Government on climate
targets
TBC 2021 - COP26 Glasgow Summit

This newsletter is as much yours as it is ours. So please tell us what events you're planning on the road to
Glasgow - clean business summits, seminars, Town Hall meetings, whatever it is. Email info@eciu.net
and we'll aim to include it in future newsletters, along with weblinks as you have them
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